WONDERFUL CAPE CORAL LOT!
<1 Acre
Lee County, FL
$8,000
NEW LISTING

Address:
1421 SANTA BARBARA BLVD N
Cape Coral, FL 33993

Property Highlights:
Beautiful lot for sale in Cape Coral, Florida! This lot is near the shopping and entertainment of Cape Coral, Fort Myers, and the Charlotte County area. Minutes away from The Gulf of Mexico too! Close to golf courses, schools, lakes and parks, this location has something for everyone! With the proximity to Burnt Store Rd everything is close by!

Listing provided by: Land Wealth Realty.

Taxes: $442/year (2018)

View Full Listing Detail Here:

Justus Koester
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The above information is from sources deemed reliable, however the accuracy is not guaranteed. National Land Realty assumes no liability for error, omissions or investment results.